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SATORI APPOINTS CANNABIS LICENCED GROWER
Toronto, Ontario –August 18, 2014 – Satori Resources Inc. (TSXV:BUD) (“Satori” or the
“Company”) announces that Mr. Bill Christie, a licenced grower of cannabis under Health
Canada’s Marijuana Medical Access Program (“MMAR”), and cancer survivor, has joined Satori
as head of Communications and Marketing, responsible for managing and directing the
Company’s online presence in the mining/agri-minerals and cannabis industry.
Mr. Christie is a professional copywriter /ghost writer/ online marketer who specializes in natural
resources and alternative energy. His full-service online projects ranged from communicating the
intricacies of Ecuador’s first major world-class copper porphyry deposit on behalf of Corriente
Resources, to building online interest in the world’s first multi-fuel alternative energy rotary
engine for Rotary Power Inc. of Miami. Both of these projects ended in successful buyouts.
Jennifer Boyle, Chief Executive Officer of Satori states “Bill Christie is a key asset to Satori,
given that his professional career has been in mining and resource communications/marketing,
but notwithstanding that, his knowledge of the marijuana industry is detailed and intricate given
his personal medical accomplishments with cannabis and co-mingled agri-minerals”.
In an effort to counter the effects of chemotherapy and the other negative effects of cancer, Mr.
Christie obtained a license and to grow his own high CBD cannabis, where he discovered that
cannabis was the most effective medicine in his recovery program, which ultimately replaced
nearly all other prescription drugs, several of which had negative side-effects.
As a writer, Mr. Christie began to research in detail all aspects of medical marijuana and is
currently completing a book on the subject.
ABOUT SATORI RESOURCES INC.
Satori is a Toronto-based mineral exploration and development company that is earning an interest in the
Picnic Phosphate project in Port Cartier, QC, holds a 100% interest in the Tartan Lake Gold Mine Project
in Flin Flon, Manitoba, and is currently evaluating new industrial mineral projects and negotiating an
exclusivity agreement with Homegrown Hydroponics.
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CAUTION REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION
This news release of Satori contains statements that constitute “forward-looking statements.” Such forward-looking statements
involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause Satori’s actual results, performance or
achievements, or developments in the industry to differ materially from the anticipated results, performance or achievements
expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.
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